Rosie’s Walk (Pat Hutchins)

Nursery Learning

Week 5 (1.02.21)

The 3 boxes below are the focused activities for nursery pupils this week.
Please take some pictures and upload them to your Hwb account so that you can share what you have been doing with us!
Rosie’s Walk


Sound of the week – ‘u’


Continue to practise the sounds we
have learnt so far. Watch Mrs
Goodfield’s new sounds video. Can
you remember them all? In school we
spend 5 minutes going through the
sounds cards every day.



‘u’ - Say the rhyme as you write –

Read/listen to Rosie’s Walk by Pat
Hutchins. There’s a separate video of
Mrs Kumar reading the story if you
don’t have a copy of the book at
home.

down and under, up to the top and draw
the puddle.



Talk about the story with your child.
Which part did they enjoy? Did they
find any of it funny?



Why was the fox following Rosie? Do
you think Rosie knew that the fox was
behind her all the time? Why do you
think Rosie was going for a walk?
Why did the bees chase the fox at the
end of the story?



Have a go at forming a ‘u’ yourself –
Mrs Goodfield is using salt in the video
saved separately.

Mathematics


Watch the separate video of Mrs Kumar counting
along using a number line. Lots of you have made
you own super number lines at home, we have
loved seeing the videos of you using them. In
school we count using a number line every day.
We count forwards and backwards to at least 10.
Mix the numbers around for your child to sort out.
Good luck!



Our number of the week is 3. Focus on forming the
number ‘3’ carefully. Use our rhyme to help you –
around the tree, around the tree, that’s the way
to make a 3. Watch the separate video of Mrs
Kumar forming a number 3.



Have a go at making the number 3 using things that
you have around the house – I used marshmallows.



If you are really good at recognising the number 3,
counting out 3 objects and writing number 3, you
could really challenge yourself by writing ‘13’ and
counting out 13 objects.
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The 3 boxes below are some suggested extra activities to complete.
Please take some pictures so that you can share what you have been doing with us!
Knowledge & Understanding




Go for a winter walk when we have
a break from the rain! A separate
winter hunt sheet is saved for you.
Print it off and take it with you.
How many things can you spot and
tick off?
Revisit prepositions, we used them
in week 2 when we read ‘Fox’s
Socks’. When Rosie was walking
she went across, around, over,
past, through and under. Can
you do the same when you go for
your winter walk? Across a bridge
maybe? Around a pond? We
would love to see where you have
been.

Fine Motor Skills


Make some chicken feathers to
encourage your child can practise
their cutting skills. Cut out a
feather shape (an adult may need
to do this), then your child can snip
the sides to make it feathery!

Cymraeg


Watch the separate video of Mrs Goodfield
showing you the Welsh weather cards, we
have added 2 more. Can you join in and say
them too? In school we would read these
cards every day to help the children to
memorise them.



Watch the separate video of Mrs Goodfield
reading the book ‘Y Tywydd’
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